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WHILE YOU WERE
AWAY
New Library study space
The Library opened a new Level 1 quiet study area on
Wednesday 12 September 2018, transforming the old,
archive journal store, to a bright, comfortable and
modern study space with 115 individual desks.
Including:
twin power and
USB charging sockets

WHILE YOU WERE AWAY:
Library seat numbers
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WHILE YOU WERE AWAY:
New digital spaces
In August our new and improved subject guides, referencing and research
services pages Libguides were launched.
Libguides is a product specifically designed to allow Librarians to create
their own websites.
Libguides ensures mobile accessibility. Furthermore, not only does it
showcase resources and facilitate ease of use, this platform will help
enhance our e-learning provision in various file formats.

WHILE YOU WERE AWAY:
Library Lists
Last year we piloted our new reading list
management software with the Faculty of
Science and Faculty of Engineering &
Design. These new Library Lists provide
live information from our catalogue on
availability of books in print and links to
full-text online. We are now updating the
content in these lists with the help of
academic staff, further promoting their
use, and exploring how they may be used
in other departments.

We are now in the process of enabling seamless delivery with Moodle
implementation via LTI. This supports Curriculum Transformation with
easy to edit lists and list managers. It also helps us to store and
provide scanned content using our CLA license and generates data to
improve Library processes such as targeted book ordering.

WHILE YOU WERE AWAY:
New look for the Library catalogue
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New
On Monday 2nd July the library catalogue was updated
to have a more modern user interface. This has a responsive
design that makes it easier to use on mobile phones and
tablets.

SPRINGER
EBOOKS UPDATE:
2018
Our Library’s ebook collections have been
further enhanced this year with more than
11,000 new ebooks from the following
Springer collections. These are largely frontfile
additions for 2018. Additional 2018 titles will
continue to be released and become available
up until the end of the year.

Access to
over 73,000
Springer
ebooks

While You Were Away
New e-resources
Engineering and Design
Momentum Press 195 ebooks: Engineering Digital Library and Archive.
IEEE-Wiley 2018 ebook frontfile
Springer Engineering 2018 ebook frontfile
Springer Energy 2018 ebook frontfile
Springer Chemistry & Materials 2018 ebook frontfile
Proquest Art & Architecture Archive – including Architectural Review; The
Architects' Journal; The Canadian Architect and Apollo.
CRC Press Energy and Clean Technology netBASE eBooks
MIT Press e-book frontfile 2014

Sciences
Safari Books Online
Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry
Renal Drug Database
Wiley Handbook of Green Chemistry
AMS (American Mathematical Society) GSM collection
Institute of Physics e-book collections
Springer e-book collections: Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistics,
Physics and Astronomy, Mathematics and Statistics, Physics and
Astronomy, Medicine, Chemistry and materials science <1990, Chemistry
and materials science 1990 to 1999

While You Were Away
New e-resources
Humanities, social sciences and
management
Sage Business Cases - over 2,550 cases
THE – Times Higher Education online
Springer Business, Management, Economics and Finance e-books 2018
collections
Edward Elgar Business Collection
Springer education 2018 – over 900 eBooks
Oxford University Press: Childhood Studies, Education, Linguistics,
Psychology
Information Science Reference – over 900 social science ebooks
Springer Psychology 2018
American Psychological Association
TESOL Encyclopedia of English Language Teaching
Bespoke Routledge Handbook collection - comprising 9 titles
World politics review

While You Were Away
The new Assistive
Technology Room can now
be found in the North
west corner of the Library
on Level 2.

New Level 4
independent study space
During the summer one of the level
4 offices was turned into a single
study room, suitable for private
study or skype interviews.

172 PC's on level 5
+ 3 have been
upgraded, to
include:
24 inch screens
and 4 USB slots
130 chairs on
level 3+4 have
been replaced.

Remember
the new
food and drink
Library policy

New Library
service:
Feeling chilly in the
Library. Pick up a
blanket from the
Issue desk.

We Love
Archives
Level 3's Robbie the Robot got some new vinyl friends
courtesy of the amazing Archive team and their collection
of University of Bath photos from over the decades.

WYWA REPORT
FEEDBACK
Send all feedback to:
library@bath.ac.uk

